The detection of anomalous events in huge amounts of data is sought in many domains. For instance, in the context of financial data, the detection of suspicious events is a prerequisite to identify and prevent attempts to defraud. Hence, various financial fraud detection approaches have started to exploit Visual Analytics techniques. However, there is no study available giving a systematic outline of the different approaches in this field to understand common strategies but also differences. Thus, we present a survey of existing approaches of visual fraud detection in order to classify different tasks and solutions, to identify and to propose further research opportunities. In this work, fraud detection solutions are explored through five main domains: banks, the stock market, telecommunication companies, insurance companies, and internal frauds. The selected domains explored in this survey were chosen for sharing similar time-oriented and multivariate data characteristics. In this survey, we (1) analyze the current state of the art in this field;
Introduction
The detection of events is an important task in many domains such as detecting interesting changes in stock markets, detecting problems in health parameters, or detecting financial fraud. Analyzing these events in a temporal context fosters further insights such as frequency, trends, and changes. While event detection is aimed at identifying any type of event (not necessarily anomalous events), outlier detection focuses on patterns and samples that do not conform to expected behaviour, i.e. anomalies or outliers (CBK09) . Once an event is identified it can be classified, which is usually done in a domain-specific way. In the case of fraud detection, we are interested in events that could be classified as fraud. For instance, the purchase of a car might cause the transaction of a high amount of money that is unusual for the respective bank account, and thus, it might be classified as an outlier transaction. Such transactions of high amounts of money require special attention before being executed in order to avoid fraudulent schemes such as hackers trying to use someones credit card for their own benefit. However, not every fraudulent event can be classified as an outlier, sometimes attacks are hidden in known patterns in order to avoid detection by simple rule-based approaches. The well renowned Oxford Dictionary defines fraud as "wrongful or criminal deception intended to result in financial or personal gain" 1 . However, in this survey we focus on fraudulent events of different applications domains that have direct financial impact on a person or an institution, and all data necessary to identify this fraud is electronically processed. Hence, we do not address types of fraud and data that are not directly related to financial loss such as malicious events identified in unstructured text or malware traffic in system networks, which are largely covered in other surveys (WSJ*14; 20115) .
The domains we consider in this survey share similar data characteristics. For example, monitoring calls, stocks, bank transactions, as well as employees are tasks that involve data with multivariate and time-oriented aspects. Both aspects require sophisticated exploration techniques and, by consequence, are subject of interest to the Visual Analytics (VA) community. In addition, Kielman et al. (KTM09) describe fraud detection as an open VA problem that requires visual exploration, discovery, and analysis. However, Database, Academic Search Premier, ACM, Business Source Premier, Emerald Full text Science.
Aiming for a better understanding of the fraud detection scenario, we did not only include papers which follow a pure VA approach in this survey. We also included articles from target application domains which utilize visualization techniques as part of their solution.
Data, User, and Tasks
In this section, we define our survey target studies with respect to the data, users, and tasks (MA14) .
Data. All selected approaches tackle multivariate and time-oriented aspects in their data set(s).
User. The actual users of the selected approaches vary with the application domain, but they share similar tasks. With 'user' we refer to the person who is in charge of identifying fraudulent attempts within multivariate time-oriented data. Possible users are: investigators (CLG*08), market makers (KSH*99), business users (HXD03), analysts (DLMP11; HLN09), and others.
Task. The common task is to identify fraudulent events within multivariate time-oriented data. Subsequent tasks depend on the application domain and may include stopping the fraudulent behaviour in order to avoid future financial damage.
Contributions
In our survey, we intend to guide and motivate future research in the field of event detection. Our main contributions are:
• a classification of existing approaches with respect to application domains, visualization methods, interaction techniques, and analytical method;
• a brief presentation of each approach;
• a comparative assessment of these approaches;
• the identification of open challenges and possible future research directions in the field;
Related Work
Temporal event detection is a vast subject. It is relevant in different fields, such as: biology, security, finances, sales, social networks, and disease monitoring. One recent example is the survey provided by Atefeh, et al. (AK13) that presents techniques for event detection from Twitter streams. The authors discuss the problem of analyzing Twitter content, and they classify the existent techniques by event type, detection task, and detection method. Guided by text stream visualizations, another example of an event detection survey is presented byŠilic, et al. (SB10) . In this article, a new aspects of method comparison by data type, text representation, and temporal drawing approach are presented.
In 2002, Bolton and Hand (RJB02) published a review about fraud detection approaches. They described the available tools for statistical fraud detection and identified the most used technologies in four areas of fraud detection: credit card fraud, money laundering, telecommunication fraud, and computer intrusion. In the same sense, Kou, et al. (KLSH04) presented a survey about techniques for identifying the same types of fraud as in (RJB02) . The techniques are classified according to the different fraud detection types. Some of the techniques described are: outlier detection, neural networks, expert systems, model-based reasoning, data mining, state transition analysis, and information visualization.
Surveys that focus specifically on data mining techniques for fraud detection research were conducted, for instance, by Ngai When looking on surveys of visual approaches for fraud detection, we identified FinanceVis (DML14) which is a browser for searching papers related to financial data visualization. More than 85 papers are integrated in the browser 2 . "Data visualization for fraud detection", by Dilla, et al. (DR15) , is perhaps the most recent work that tackles fraud detection with VA. This paper presents a theoretical framework to predict when and how the analysts should apply VA techniques. They evaluated various visualization techniques and concluded that different visualizations support different cognitive processes. In addition, the authors also suggest future challenges for this research area.
Ko et al. (KCA*16) presented a survey of visualizations and VA approaches for exploring financial data in general. Financial data experts were interviewed concerning their preferences of data sources, automated techniques, visualizations, and interaction methods. Despite presenting many event detection works, this survey does not cover any fraud detection approach. The main goal of this survey is to support researchers with designing better systems to reach dedicated goals.
In summary, the existing surveys do not tackle our overall visions and needs: On the one hand, they are mainly data mining-oriented and utilize visualization only as visual aid for input and output data. On the other hand, the more visualization-oriented surveys among them are very general from the application point view, and neglect the specific characteristics of temporal event detection. Finally, despite focusing on event detection, the text and Twitter-oriented surveys focus on totally different data types, namely text, documents, and document collections. In contrast to that, our survey is oriented towards the particular nature and characteristics of financial fraud event detection in multivariate time-oriented data. The main propose of our survey is to analyze financial fraud detection in application domains with similar characteristics (e.g., insurance data registers, bank transactions, telecommunication companies, stock market logs, and companies' internal systems), which was not tackled yet.
Categorization Scheme
Based on the "Visual Analytics: Definition, Process and Challenges" book (KAF*08) we categorize the existing work with respect to three aspects: supported application domains, visualization methods, and interaction techniques. The classification of fraud detection papers based on their main application domains facilitates future comparisons and trends in the fraud detection area. Methods that represent data visually are one of the core proposes of the VA area (MA14). As a consequence, we also classify the found approaches with respect to the chosen visualizations. One of the core aspects of VA is the combination of visualization and human factors. Thus, by classifying interaction techniques we support a better understanding of how analysts interactively explore the data to gain insights about fraudulent events.
Supported Application Domains
We characterize the identified application domains together with their specific tasks.
Telecommunication fraud detection. Although the percentage of fraudulent mobile usage is small with respect to the omnipresence of mobile telecommunication, the costs of these frauds are significant. There are different types of telecommunication fraud that cause enormous harm. For instance, cloned chips not only cause financial injury for the company, but also considerately harms the reputation of the company since the company could not keep the information of clients safe. In this respect, the domains of telecommunication, financial health, and public health are of similar nature.
Stock Market fraud detection. Stock market, or sharing market, is the network of economic transactions made by sellers and buyers concerning shares of the ownership of companies. NASDAQ (NAS) is a well known example of a stock market. Frauds such as late-trade report, anti market integrity behavior, and best execution beat are described by Kirkland et al. (KSH*99) . Not only well defined frauds were considered in this work. New pattern recognition and pattern changes can also lead to the identification of suspicious behavior. Therefore, they also included solutions involving pattern detection.
Insurance fraud detection. Fraudulent acts in the insurance sector usually include a malicious analyst who simulates some damage, alternates data, or conducts any other kind of fraud. However, the identification of such acts is a hard task, tackled only by a small number of approaches.
Bank fraud detection. Financial management systems need to be in constant evaluation to avoid frauds and to provide risk limitation. Fraudulent schemes such as 'money laundering', or 'straw persons' must be identified and fought as fast as possible. Thus, banks, and other financial institutions that provide credit and money transaction services have a strong interest in improving operation monitoring and fraud detection systems.
Internal fraud detection. Securing and protecting information is a critical task within companies. To sell or edit confidential data from companies usually causes severe damage. Also know as "occupational fraud", this type of fraud results not only in straight economic loss, but also harms the reputation of the company among employees, clients, and financial institutions. When it comes to companies internal access violation, identifying the person who committed the fraud is difficult, since these frauds could also be committed by people who do not belong to the company (e.g., crackers). However, in most cases, it is done by an insider employee. These internal attacks can occur by an employee that has privileged credential access, an employee that has access to someone else's credential, or an employee who hacks the system.
Visualization Methods
Visualization techniques take advantage of the human perception system and allow analysts to more easily derive insights about data. For instance, instead of exhaustively looking into tables to identify data characteristics, an analyst is able to see, explore, and understand a large amount of information by using visualization techniques. However, the efficiency of these techniques varies with respect to different tasks. The following list of visualization techniques are used in the identified fraud detection approaches:
Line plots. One of the most popular visual representations -line plots -are graphs that displays numerical values along continuous dimensions by using lines. For instance, in Figure 4 (C) each line represents transactions clustered by keyword variations and shows the sum of the respective transactions' amounts (y-axis) during a certain period of time (x-axis). Line plots well suited for the detection of outliers and to analyze periodic patterns and similarities. Special attention has to be paid to the handling of missing values, to not lead to wrong impressions.
Node-link Diagrams. These diagrams illustrate relations (represented by links) between entities (represented by nodes). The same network, can be represented by different layouts. Some of them are: forced-based layout, spectral layout, layered graph drawing, arc diagrams, circular layout, and dominance drawing. The goal of this technique is to facilitate the understanding of systems and networks by representing usability, costs, flows, and connections. However, data sets that change over the time are hard to represent due to the constant deletion and creation of nodes and links that the technique would impose in some cases. A node-link diagram can be seen in Figure 1 , and in Figure 4 for ranking. This visualization technique is well suited to represent relative differences. There are different types of bar charts such as horizontal bar charts, stacked bar charts, and range bar charts that were classified equally in this category.
Scatter plots. These are graphs where each sample is represented by a point or symbol. Each point or symbol position is defined according to two dimensions, or two generated features of these samples. Those graphs are useful to illustrate trends and correlations.
Pixel-oriented Diagrams. These visualizations are well suited for the exploration and analysis of massive data sets. The main idea is to map data objects to pixels in order to be able to represent as many samples as the screen resolution allows (K*00). One example can be seen in Figure 3 (B), each pixel encodes a sample, representing data from a period of 5 years being represented in the same visualization. However, a data item is not limited to be represented by one pixel, for instance if you zoom in the pixel-oriented diagram. This technique is usually used to highlight data clusters, patterns, and outliers. This type of visualization is sensitive to the chosen color palette.
Tree Maps. By using nested rectangles, this technique visualizes hierarchical data. In fraud detection, this visualization technique is mainly used to represent ranking relationships and to categorize 'normal' and 'suspicious' cases.
Heat Maps. This graphical representation represents values by colors. In fraud detection this technique is usually used to visually query for patterns or outliers in a large amount of data. One example of this technique can be seen in Figure 4 (A).
Radar Charts. The idea of radar charts is to display multiple related dimensions in a radial visualization. This allows the analyst to compare quantities. Radar charts can also be used to represent periodical events, as can be seen in Figure 2 Parallel Coordinates. This technique uses a similar concept as Radar Charts to display multiple dimensions. However, here the dimensions are laid out side-by-side, and not in a radial format. Unlike radar charts, parallel coordinates are not used to display time.
Box Plots. This technique is used to represent and analyze features of groups of samples. Box Plots represent the median, upper quartiles, and lower quartiles by rectangles. They can also be extended to indicate variability trough vertical lines that extend the rectangle box. Box Plots are often used to identify outliers, that are usually represented as dots outside the boxes, or the vertical lines.
Polygons. Proposed in (SWK*11), polygons aim to visualize correlations between individual share performances. This visualization technique can be generated by using trapezoids or triangles (see Figure 3 (A)).
3D visualizations. There are quite some fraud detection approaches that use 3D visualizations for their tasks. While 3D visualizations can express an extra dimension if compared to 2D techniques, two characteristics of this type of visualization may confuse the analyst, leading him/her to wrong analysis: occlusion and perspective misunderstanding. Some 2D techniques are also just presented in 3D. For example, Figure 5 (A) is a 3D representation of Figure 5 (B). However, we also found approaches utilizing real 3D representations (see Figure 7 ).
Interaction Techniques
When it comes to VA, the interaction technique employed by a solution is a determinant factor. It has a strong influence on how analysts will explore the proposed technique as well as on the usability of the approach. When developing a VA solution, the interaction techniques should be chosen in accordance with the visualization techniques and tasks (AMST11). Determining this set of techniques is a critical task during visualization design. It impacts the quality of the analysts' insights and the efficiency of the solution. We emphasize the selection of the appropriate interaction techniques as a critical task of fraud detection VA projects.
Based on Yi's definition of interaction (YaKSJ07) (called users' intents) and the enhancements made by (AMST11), we consider:
Selection. An analyst who spots an item or a temporal period of interest can select and highlight this region. Highlighting visual elements is an useful feature during data analysis, and also to aid the explanation of insights.
Exploration. This interaction technique shows extra information about the data. When it comes to large, time-oriented, and multivariate data sets, visualizations that aggregate information are common, but not always justified. For those massive (large data sets), and/or complex (multivariate) representations, analysts need to interactively explore different parts of the data set in order to have a better overview of the content. Examples of exploration usage are visiting, investigating of different time intervals, or changing the visual encoding.
Reconfigure. This interaction displays a different arrangement of data items. A distinct arrangement of the data can highlight very different features. For example, in case a analyst wants to analyze different time-oriented aspects, he or she can arrange the elements in linear time or periodical time.
Encode. By encoding the analyst gets different representations of the same data. This interaction allows the analyst to adapt the visual encoding to suit different tasks. Some data sets have many interesting dimensions to be evaluated. In order to cover multivariate data without increasing the visual complexity of the visualization, the encode technique allows the analyst to address different data dimensions to different visual features each time. For instance, an analyst can use it to verify a hypothesis when looking at the same data in another visual encoding.
Abstract/Elaborate. These are related to the aggregation level of the visualization. We group these two interaction techniques into one category due to their similar nature. Different data representation scenarios are more efficient depending on the task. For some tasks, such as short period analysis, the analyst needs to inspect certain items in detail. To do so, he or she increases the degree of data detail in the visualization. This is called data "elaboration". For other tasks, however, a schematic representation may be sufficient and could lead to faster results. For tasks when this functionality helps or is needed, the interaction works ordering information aggregation to the visualization elements. This is called data "abstraction". Switching between different time granularities is one example of these interaction techniques. Zoom in and zoom out are another example of interaction techniques within this category.
Filter. By filtering, the visualization shows only the data that satisfies a specific condition. This interaction is used when the analyst is searching for specific information in the data, or when he or she is trying to verify a certain hypothesis about the data set. By the usage of filter rules, elements out of interest are excluded from the visual representation. This feature allows the analyst to unclutter the view, and, as a consequence, to focus on the current task. In Figure 4 (B) a bar chart is displayed, which allows the user find to similar events by specifying filter rules based on already existent events.
Connect. This interaction shows or highlights items that are related to each other. For example, when an insight is found in a data set, the analysts can verify if similar or related behavior appears in other parts of the data. This feature is suited to find, compare, and evaluate similarities or relationships. In time-oriented data this interaction technique helps to discover if a pattern is seasonal (has a determined frequency) or if it rather appears at irregular intervals.
Undo/Redo. These techniques allow analysts to return to previous analysis states. We group both in the same category due to their similar nature. During a VA process, analysts have to navigate through different data dimensions, time periods, and levels of granularity. In case a hypothesis or query did not lead to the expected results, this interaction helps the analysts to return to an early state without losing time by being forced to deconstruct the scenario.
Change Configuration. This technique allows the analyst to adjust the interface. Besides adapting the visualization to the tasks and data at hand, the analyst may also want to configure the overall system that provides the visual representation. This interaction may affect various levels of the system, from "set the windows arrangement", until "manipulate the amount of memory to be used".
No Interaction. An example of visualizations without interaction is a classical static visualization. In this classification, we consider all visualization techniques that do not provide interactive features.
Analytical Methods
In Keim's model (KAF*08), analytical methods are considered in parallel with interactive visualizations. Analytical methods vary a lot between the different approaches, however, we identified different ways of combining visualizations with analytical methods.
Pre-Processing. Approaches that first utilize analytical methods such as automatic algorithms of search, statistical methods, detection, or clustering, and subsequently use visualizations to present the results.
Post-Processing. Approaches that use visualization techniques in order to understand, select, or observe the data before applying an analytical method.
Integrated. Approaches that allow a 'back-and-forth' between visualization techniques and automatic analysis.
Pure Visualizations. Some approaches do not integrate any form of automatic analysis. Those approaches visualize the raw data without providing analytical methods for further analysis (in this report we do not consider approaches that do not provide any kind of visualization).
Approaches Summary
We structure this section according to the application domains that are tackled. These are (1) telecommunication, (2) stock market, (3) insurance, (4) bank, and (5) internal fraud. For each application domain we outline existing approaches related to VA in fraud detection. It is important to highlight that, besides being organized by application domains, some approaches are hybrid, which means they belong to more than one category.
Telecommunication
Adaptive Fraud Detection (FP97) is one of the pioneer papers in fraud detection from 1997. This technique is considered hybrid, because of it is tailored to bank fraud and telecommunication fraud detection. Moreover, it is a data mining-oriented and uses line plots to aid during the analysis process. Using a rule-learning algorithm, a set of monitors are generated to profile legitimate customer behavior.
By using a node-link diagrams, bar charts, and line charts, Kenneth Cox, et al. (CEWB97) propose group analysis as well as individual analysis for telecommunication fraud detection. This is one of the firsts works which use VA techniques in the context of fraud detection. The main idea is to build visual interfaces that allow for the exploration of the data. Clustering techniques are used to improve the node-link visualizations during interaction. This is the only work from the telecommunication domain that allows for an integrated visual and automated analysis.
Hollmen, et al. (HT99) present an online fraud detection system based on a hierarchical regime-switching generative model. In this paper line plots support analysts to determine the probability of detection and of false alarms. With this information, the analysts are able to decide which alarm is worth further effort, and which alarm can be discarded. The methods were developed by using and analyzing real mobile communication network data.
Hilas, et al. (HS05) , present an approach to fraud detection in telecommunication based on a machine learning method that generates user profiling.
Further analysis is done by using line plots in order to compare different user profiles and, thus, identify strange behaviors.
Becker et al. (BVW12) presents a review of the history of fraud detection from a big company. The authors also describe classes of fraud in the domain, and propose VA models that support fraud detection of in each of different classes.
The most recent work found in this domain was (MMR17) . The authors present the design and implementation of Kerberos, a system to detect frauds over Voice over IP networks. This work is a rather analytical approach that aims for real-time detection of frauds. Kerberos allows the construction of pre-defiened detection rules and the configuration of alarms. This work was experimentally evaluated using real-world data and presents good performance with different configurations.
Besides (MMR17), we could not find many recent papers dealing with fraud detection in the telecommunication domain. Although the major part of the selected papers from the telecommunication domain being not recent, we still consider the approaches to be relevant in this context, and thus, we include them in this survey.
Stock Market
Using 2D and 3D visualization techniques, ADS (KSH*99) combines feature discovery and fraud detection for market data. This approach uses diverse visualizations, interaction techniques, and data mining techniques. Its main objectives are: regular monitoring of the stock market, pattern detection, generating alerts for suspicious cases, and knowledge discovery concerning the stock market transactions.
Aiming to aid traders to find trading patterns in market data, Nesbitt, et al. (NB04) use visualizations (i.e., 3D plots, bar charts, and line plots) to look for patterns in stock market data. Besides not being a fraud detection oriented article, this solution fits to the fraud detection problem and, due to that, was considered for this survey.
Sanz Merino, et al. (MSK*06) present an empirical study of five different visualization techniques for stock market data. Their study advises that line plots and recursive patterns are better suited for retrospective data analysis, but pixel techniques are also useful to find patterns in large data sets.
Huang, et al. (HLN09) present a new VA approach for stock market security. They describe a two-stage process with each stage utilizing different visualization techniques: (1) 3D treemaps for monitoring market performance, and (2) node-link diagrams for behavior driven analysis of trading networks (see Figure 1 ). This approach may also help to identify future fraud plans. Schaefer, et al. (SWK*11) support an interactive analysis of financial data that contains the stock prices variation over a long period of time, and sector indices information. Line plots coupled with a proposed visualization called polygons aim to explore patterns and trends (see Figure 3 (A)). Pixel-based visualizations are also used to visually explore large amounts of data (see Figure 3 (B)). The proposed tool aids the analysts in detecting frauds, analyzing performances of the historical stock price, and decision making in the financial market. The main contribution of the approach is the integration of different views and the design of two new visualizations. However, the solution does not provide any automatic algorithms to aid the identification of interesting events. Thus, we classify this work as pure visualization approach.
When using node-link diagrams to visualize large entity-relationship data sets, some scalability problems such as visibility, usability, and high degree of nodes are likely to appear. Louvain, et al. (GLS*13) propose a clustering algorithm to support these scenarios by using visual aggregation techniques and easily tailorable components.
Bitcoin is considered a currency by many, even being a digital one. On stock markets and forex markets, its price is driven by supply and demand. An anomaly detection approach is proposed by (PL16) in order to prevent bitcoin owners from loss. The analysis of the results from three unsupervised learning methods (K-means, Mahalanobis distance, and Unsupervised Support Vector Machine) is supported by two different types of graphs (line plots and scatter plots). Also aiming to detect suspicious activities on the bitcoin market, (MMT16) used k-means and trimmed k-means in combination with scatter plots in order to improve the detection rate.
Fraud detection is not the only task tackled by the major part of the papers in this domain. These works usually focus on monitoring and querying for known patterns that also aim to identify new behaviors. Once identified, patterns are interpreted and classified as suspicious or not.
Insurance
Artis, et al. (AAG02) uses a Spanish automobile insurance market database to indicate the performance of binary choice models for fraud detection. In this work, line plots are used to estimate the probability of fraud for particular types of claims. This paper not only estimate frauds, but also presents an estimation of the probability of detection efficiency of the proposed model.
He et al. (HXD03) presented a cluster-based local outlier detection system. They proposed an algorithm for discovering outliers which outperformed the existing methods. This work presents scatter plots in order to visualize the different clusters that are found by the algorithm (i.e., a preprocessing approach). This is a flexible technique suited to discover criminal activities in electronic commerce, credit cards, marketing, and costumer segmentation.
Phua et al. (PAL04) , explores three existing classification algorithms and suggests a new hybrid solution using automatic algorithms for fraud detection by using meta-learning. Bar charts and line plots are used to assist in the comparison of the different techniques.
Furlan, et al. (FB08) present a holistic approach focused on activities of fraud management: deterrence, prevention, detection, investigation, sanction, redress, and monitoring. This work is based in a health care data set. Bar charts are used in this work to analyze the time spent on each specific task.
Lovro, et al. (SFB11) uses social network analysis data in order to detect automobile insurance fraud. The solution uses node-link diagrams to describe fraudulent networks. When a new fraud is detected, the proposed system allows self-calibration in order to adapt to new fraudulent schemes. The authors suggest that the system could also be used in other domains.
Yi, et al. (SYL14) detects health insurance fraud by using a data set about medical expense in China. Besides proposing a discrete choice model to identify predictive factors of fraudulent claims, this paper also addresses limitations of using the discrete choice model. In this paper, line plots are used to describe the influence of different metric specifications on the proposed fraud detection algorithm.
A VA approach is proposed by (CNY*17) for loan guarantee network risk management. In this work, the authors present five analysis tasks that were defined in collaboration with financial experts and, for solving those, an interactive node-linked diagram. Credit risk evaluation is a major phase during an insurance evaluation and this work supports insurance managers during the decision workflow.
The fraud detection tasks in the insurance domain vary with respect to the insurance type. Most of the selected approaches are based on health care and the automobile industry. To detect fraud, this domain is more focused on analyzing data value variations and outliers rather than analyzing networks. All identified studies from the insurance domain use automated methods before representing the results visually. Thus, they all are classified as preprocessing approaches.
Bank
Kirkos, et al. (KSM07) explore the performances of data mining classification techniques to identify fraudulent companies. The decision tree of the model is represented by using a binary tree with bar charts inside each node to represent the decision degree.
WireVis (CGK*07) is focused on detecting frauds in bank transactions, in particular in money laundering. It proposes a set of visualizations displayed as a multiview system that allows the analyst to interactively explore the data. For each account transaction, keywords are analyzed and explored by various visual means, including heat maps, bar charts, line plots, and nodelink diagrams. The different views are connected so that selecting a node in the node-link diagram provokes a filter on all other views. A view of the proposed system can be seen in Figure 4 . VisForFraud (DGDLP10) is a VA system for financial crimes identification. In order to discover potential illegal actor networks, the analyst is supported by visualizations and multiple interaction techniques. The actors' network activities are analyzed by using interactions such as selection, elaboration, filtering, and connection on the top of a network diagram visualization.
Due to its similarity with bank fraud, we include credit card frauds in this section. In this context, Sakoda, et al. (SNI*10) present a VA tool for assisting rule definition for fraud detection. In this VA solution, colored scatter plots are displayed in 2D and 3D visualization, those can be seen in Figure 5 . VISFAN (DLMP11) is an interactive network visualization system for financial crime detection. Detecting transaction frauds, such as money laundering, is the main task of this system. The VISFAN tries to define the involvement of a certain actor in the network. The tool allows the found cluster region to be customized, using a mix of automatic and manual clustering solutions. VIS4AUI (DLM12) is a system that supports analysts during financial crime analysis, such as money laundering fraud. This system was constructed to use a touchscreen interface. Besides the tool allowing a mix of automatic and manual clustering, the visual exploration of the networks are supported by abstraction and elaboration interaction techniques.
Querying for fraud patterns in credit card transaction data, Seeja, et al. (SZ14) use a pattern mining technique called "frequent itemset mining" to identify suspicious behavior, and a matching algorithm to compare customers. The idea is to define regular customers behavior in order to future analyze strange practices. Multiple line plots are used to measure the algorithm's 20 performance.
Carminati et al. (CCM*14) presented a semi-supervised online banking fraud analysis and decision support based on profile generation and analysis. While this approach provides only one line plot as visual support for result analysis (i.e., classified as pre-processing approach), it has a strong statistical part. The approach is divided into three steps: (1) quantification of the anomaly of each user transaction, (2) define clusters of similar spending habits, and (3) apply a temporal threshold system that measures the anomaly of the current spending pattern. The evaluation of this approach was performed using real-world data and showed that the technique could correctly identify complex frauds.
Leite, et al. ( LGM*15) proposed a pipeline of multiple connected views for fraud detection and monitoring. They present a VA approach and identify challenges in the field. In this work, the analysts interact with a group of bar charts and gain insights by filtering, selecting, abstracting, elaborating, and exploring the data. Later (LGM*16), the same authors proposed a multiple coordinated view approach based on the analysis of customer profiles in order to aid financial fraud detection. Based on an automatic scoring system that evaluates each transaction, this approach also allows several interactions with parallel coordinates, a scatter plot matrix, and a bar chart (See Figure 6) . In a follow-up work (LGM*18), the authors propose EVA, a VA approach to identify fraudulent events based on bank transactions logs. EVA combines a self-adaptive, profile-based detection algorithm with well known visualization techniques. The proposed combination of automatic methods and visual exploration features proved to be efficient for the actual target users using real-world data.
Frauds in the bank domain have the potential to cause huge financial harm. Thus, not only the detection of such frauds is of great importance, but also monitoring of the data and the prediction of possible fraudulent events. One of the most crucial tasks, in this respect, is the detection of money laundering. This is usually done by analyzing bank transaction data, i.e. an application of network analysis. Another important task is the identification of outliers in order to identify suspicious credit card usage.
Internal
A multivariate 3D visualization (see Figure 7 ) tool to improve fraud detection in medicare programs is presented by Keahey (Kea99) . This paper's main goal is to allow fraud analysts to get better insights from the cluster algorithms that are used during investigation.
Eberle, et al. (EH09) present a graph representation approach to detect anomalies in business transactions and processes. Three algorithms are used in the pre-processing phase to aid the identification of anomalies. These assembly techniques successfully discover irregularity in data from different sizes with minimal to no false-positives.
The PhD Thesis of Jonas Luell (Lue10) proposes a decision framework to aid fraud detection approaches. The system is constructed by a detection component and visualization. They demonstrate the potential of the proposed solution by three case studies.
Argyrious, et al. (ASS13) proposes an internal fraud detection solution. Despite developed to detect frauds in internal systems, the proposed solution should work in any system that involves relationships of two different entities, for example, client and employee. This paper presents a spiral visualization where events are displayed over time after the automatic pre-processing phase. The analyst exploits the advantages of VA by allowing the analysts to interact with a multiview representation (see Figure 2 ) in order to find suspicious events.
A recent publication by Lookman, et al. (LN15) presents a framework that aims to extend fraud detection data mining techniques with VA approaches. This work is based on social network analysis (SNA). According to the authors, features such as the analysis of hidden network connections, the dynamic adaptation of rules, and the time that can be saved if compared with manual investigation are justifications for SNA usage in fraud detection. The described solution also involves a node-link diagram combined with a semantic reasoning feature that integrates new patterns to the fraud detection engine. The visualization presented in this work is used to represent results of the pre-processing phase.
Webga et al. (WL15) proposed a real-time VA approach for the analysis of stream data to identify "rating frauds" in online e-commerce stores. Based on singular value decomposition, the system generates a pixel-based matrix that can interactively be re-ordered according to different dimensions during the analysis.
Another VA system for detecting fraud in health care systems was proposed by Liu et al. (LBW*16) . Node-linked diagrams were used to identify the relations between doctors, patients, and pharmacies, while a bar chart represented a financial fiscal report. A line plot was used to demonstrate geospatial anomaly between medication buyers and pharmacies. This work led to the identification of (i) patients going to multiple doctors to get narcotics, (ii) doctors prescribing an unusual high amount of medications, and (iii) pharmacies with significant narcotics earnings.
When it comes to internal fraud detection, data and tasks vary among companies. Despite Webga et al. (WL15) , the major part of the selected studies present no integration of automatic algorithms and visualizations. Besides, recent works highlight that this application domain has still many open challenges (Lue10; LN15).
Comparison and Findings
In this section we compare the different approaches with respect to visualization and interaction techniques.
With a total of 40 approaches, from 1997 to 2018, six were classified as being part of two or more domains. These are considered "hybrid" approaches. We categorized each of these approaches according to our interpretation.
By analyzing light-colored and dark-colored cells in Table 1 we can determine the popularity of interaction techniques in each application domain. Most of the visualizations presented in articles for insurance fraud detection and internal fraud detection do not support interaction techniques (e.g., they are static). On the other hand, implementation of interaction techniques are widely present in bank and stock market fraud detection.
Fraud Aspects According to Domain
When it comes to different application domains, we face different types of fraud (compare Section 5). Bank frauds are usually more network related and include the identification of "payment fraud", "money laundering", and "straw persons". Insurance frauds often are analyzed by checking if a sequence of events is plausible and if fraudulent patterns exist. While internal fraud detection often uses process data mining solutions, telecommunication frauds are tackled with the help of visual rule-based systems. Stock market fraud detection uses a wider range of techniques due to the various types of frauds that can be found in this domain.
Applied Visualization Techniques
Considering that fraud techniques are always changing, automated methods of detection are only temporally solutions and tend to fail with time. VA techniques are more robust to these changing conditions as they integrate human perception into the detection process, which is flexible and suited to spot many different kinds of outliers (i.e., suspicious events).
From 40 approaches studied in this survey, the most popular visualization techniques used in fraud detection are line plots (21 appearances), node-link diagrams (16 appearances), and bar charts (19 appearances). Line plots are used for presenting a comprehensive view of one or more variables changing over time (e.g., the amount of transactions of different users). Due to the number of networking analysis tasks involved in fraud detection, also nodelink diagrams are frequently used in the papers discussed in this survey. Bar charts usually represent numerical values grouped into classes and facilitate the task of visually comparing these groups.
A very interesting observation is, that the most part of the early approaches do not provide interactive features or techniques. One possible interpretation could be the design time of these approaches: in earlier years, interaction techniques were more cumbersome to be designed and implemented than now-a-days. Another interpretation could be that the focus of these approaches are more on the automatic methods than on the interactive visual means.
We also observed that 3D approaches got less popular during the last decade. This could be due to the difficulties to represent and interact with multivariate temporal data in 3D. The main problem with 3D approaches is data occlusion, that may confuse the analyst and make gaining insights difficult. Furthermore, the perception of the 3D views may cause misleading impressions that can lead the analysts to wrong data interpretations.
Interaction and Exploration
Suspicious cases are either identified by automatic methods, such as machine learning algorithms, by human analysts, or by a combination of both. The latter refers to a VA approach where the results of automatic methods are visually supported for further investigation. Any time the human perception system is involved in the analysis process, interaction techniques reinforce the identification of results as well as the user's learning curve.In this survey, we identified various interaction techniques (categorized according to Section 4) used for fraud detection. Based on Table 3 , from 40 papers, abstraction (16 appearances), elaboration (16 appearances), selection (18 appearances), exploration (15 appearances), filtering (12 appearances), and connection (9 appearances) can be found in most of the approaches. Selection, abstraction, elaboration, and exploration techniques reflect the need for managing huge and complex data sets, while connection and filtering techniques reflect the need for querying for suspicious behavior and outlier profiles.
User interactions are one of the most important elements in visualization or even the "heart" of it as Spence stated (Spe07). User interaction is even more important in Visual Analytics, as studies, like the one by Saraiya, et al. (SNLD06) showed: users preferred inferior visualizations with interaction over superior static visualizations. Furthermore, abstract visual representations provide only an initial direction to the data and its meaning, but through the combination of visual representations and appropriate interaction mechanisms, the users achieve insights into the data (SNLD06).
Our research identifies 19 out of 40 approaches that do not offer any type of interaction. Even though the success of interaction techniques that was demonstrated in different studies (SNLD06; Spe07), multiple approaches selected in this survey do not support them. Approaches that miss this feature are mainly based on executing algorithm techniques and represent the results by visualization techniques. Some of the algorithmic approaches used for fraud detection are: outlier detection, self-organizing maps, neural networks, Bayesian classifier, support vector machines, artificial immune systems, fuzzy systems, genetic algorithms, K-nearest neighbor, and hidden Markov models.
Approaches without interaction did also lead to some success. However, recent papers are proposing more intertwined approaches of various techniques, such as VA solutions. They support interaction techniques coupled with visualizations and automatic methods. The combination of these features increases the fraud detection system precision and efficiency, and thus, leads to better results.
Visual and Interactive Combinations
We constructed a heat map table (see Table 4 ) in order to analyze the relation between visualization techniques and interaction techniques in fraud detection scenarios. Based on Table 4 we can affirm that most approaches are using interaction techniques on the top of node-link diagrams. This may be caused by the specific characteristics of these visualization technique. Node-link diagrams appear in 16 approaches out of 40 in this survey (see Table 2 ). This visualization technique is used most frequently in combination with selection, abstraction/elaboration, connection, and exploration. The connection (9 appearances) technique are directly related to network analysis, while selection (18 appearances) and exploration (15 appearances) is related to individual monitoring and analysis. Even being a wise choice to represent networks, this technique does not scale well, and thus, enforces the usage of techniques such as abstraction and elaboration (16 appearances).
Bar charts approaches are also often used in combination with filter and exploration techniques. With a total of 19 appearances out of 40 approaches (see Table 2 ), bar charts aim to represent quantitative values for different categories. In case of representing individuals, bar charts are a good tool for analysing the behavior of these individuals. In case of representing groups of individuals, bar charts may serve as a filter to further exploration.
Besides highlighting and selection techniques, line plots surprise regarding the amount of appearances that do not use any interaction technique (15 out of 21). This happens due to line plots being commonly used to represent data results from automatic methods. The usage of abstract line plots to support other visualizations is also a frequent approach in multiple view solutions, as we can see in (CEWB97; KSH*99; DLM12).
Analytical Methods
With a total of 28 out of 40 approaches, we observe that the majority of fraud detection approaches use visualization as a tool to represent results of different algorithmic processing, i.e., they are pre-processing methods (see Table 5 ). In a good deal of these works, visualization is not only used to communicate the results of automatic methods but also to analyze the data.
We could identify only three techniques that did not present any automatic analysis method. Those were classified as pure visualization approaches. Giacomo This work also did not involve any automatic algorithm for data processing.
From the papers presented in this study we could identify eight (CGK*07; CLG*08; SNI*10; DLMP11; DLM12; GLS*13; WL15; CEWB97) approaches that present an integrated approach, i.e., an interactive loop between visualization and automatic analysis.
Challenges and Opportunities
In this section we present fraud detection challenges and opportunities grouped into data and task complexity, visual scalability, multi-coordinated views for interactive exploration, VA approach, and evaluation according to particular domains and tasks.
Data and Task Complexity
Fraud detection is not a well explored area in scientific research. One of the reasons for that is the type of data involved. It is hard to get real world bank transaction data or companies' internal information. This is mainly due to privacy and security reasons. Moreover, the data sets often have some features hidden or changed in order to preserve customers privacy (LGM*15).
One aspect that adds up to the complexity of fraud detection is that finding suited solutions for detecting suspicious cases is not enough (DR15). combined with automated processing for each presented approach. We could not identify any approach that uses visual means to get an overview of the data first and to aid the decision for a suited automatic analysis technique, which is interesting and indicates opportunities in the field of VA for fraud detection. New fraud techniques are always upcoming or being re-adapted. Fraudsters can be very creative when it comes to hiding their attempts. One example is to hide attacks in known and non-suspicious patterns of events. This may cause the simple rule-based approaches to fail. In addition, another challenge in the field is to find a monitoring solution (HLN09). The detection of already happened frauds and the prevention of future similar threats is a critical task, and so is the prediction of possible frauds. This makes the task of fraud detection complex and challenging.
Suited solutions need to avoid false-positive identification, which would burden the analysts and waste their time of analysis, as well as false-negatives, which miss actual recurrent frauds and, by consequence, result in fraudulent harm (Lue10) . In other words, in order to be more helpful than harmful, the solutions need to be precise in estimating possible threats fine-tuned to each application domain.
In order to analyze and estimate threats, interpreting single events does not usually lead analysts to conclusions. However, a sequence of events, or a network of events, allows the analyst to reason about suspicious behavior by comparing events within their contexts (CGK*07).
Visual Scalability
In fraud detection, independent of the application domain, the data is always multivariate, temporal, and comprises huge amounts of data items. Contexts, such as daily bank transactions of a huge amount of customers (LGM*15), a bid and offer variation of the NASDAQ (HLN09) as well as the internal operations made by all employees of a company in different systems during a certain period (ASS13) are very hard to be visually represented (compare Section 5). This is partly due to the fact that the data is not only multivariate but usually also covers long periods of time. To this end, visual aggregation techniques are often needed in order to display such rich data sets. However, during analysis, the exploration of individual cases or short period analysis might still be interesting tasks. Thus, interaction techniques such as elaboration, exploration, and/or filtering are usually applied in order to support these tasks (see Section 6.4).
Multi-Coordinated Views for Interactive Exploration
Detecting suspicious cases according to particular criteria within timeoriented and multivariate data sets is a challenging task. This process asks for an intertwined visual and automatic approach in an interactive multiplecoordinated exploration environment. However, many of the approaches we surveyed made limited use of interaction to support the analysis task. Some approaches used a loose coupling of views (compare for example (SWK*11) and (ASS13)), others a more closed coupling (compare for example Wire-Vis (CGK*07)). Moreover, the most popular visualization methods are line plots, node-link diagrams, and bar charts. According our survey, 3D approaches are getting less popular recently (compare Section 6.2). Investigating in a systematical applicability of various interaction and visualization techniques according to particular tasks would open new possibilities to explore and analyze fraudulent behavior.
This challenge is closely related to the the next one.
VA Approach
Solely automated methods often fail to detect fraudulent behavior, because actors are strategically changing their behavior to mislead monitoring and detecting systems (compare Section 5). This asks for a VA approach. To our knowledge, only (CGK*07; SNI*10; ASS13; LGM*15; LGM*16) are pursuing a VA approach. The user (in our case the analyst) should take an active role in selecting automatic/analytical approaches, fine-tuning the parameter settings, interactive exploration of the data set, etc. and a seamless integration thereof. In other words, there is a lot of open space to support the various steps in the knowledge generation process (SSS*14).
Evaluation According to Particular Domains and Tasks
Different domains and tasks in fraud detection demand similar evaluation. Evaluating VA based fraud detection solutions is difficult since it requires experts of the respective area. Domain knowledge is crucial to perform fraud analysis. Common practice is to select a group of analysts to explore a new tool/solution and further ask for empirical feedback.
In most papers, the evaluators came from the same companies, banks, or insinuations that provided the data set (compare Section 5). However, to perform a fair evaluation and avoid previous knowledge to influence the results, the analyst should not be too familiar with the data sets. Otherwise, the evaluator could be subconsciously influenced to find a determine outlier or pattern that he or she already knew. On the other hand, it is hard to find analysts, who have a suitable background to analyze such data sets.
Approaches that address a domain with a high degree of social and financial impact, such as fraud detection, should be carefully evaluated in order to guarantee the worth of substitution of the already existed approaches and the investment of implementing these new solutions into real system. However, in the surveyed papers it is common to use a small number of evaluators (between 2 and 5), usually with previous knowledge about the data set. On the other hand, the urgent demands to detect, analyze, and monitor fraudulent behavior are constantly increasing. Therefore, we are optimistic that more fraud analysts will formulate their demands and needs and will also volunteer to participate in evaluations. There is still enough research space to conduct qualitative and quantitative evaluations to access usability and usefulness of the proposed solutions.
Conclusion
We have outlined similarities and differences of fraud detection tasks and approaches in financial domains that share specific characteristics. Yet, when abstracting these tasks of fraud detection they share many characteristics with other domains that deal with the detection of events, such as malware risk analysis, health parameter monitoring, terrorist detection, and governmental fraud. Thus, we believe the solutions outlined in this survey may very well be generalized and the different techniques described here can be adapted to tackle similar problems in other application domains.
Our systematic overview and comparison of different application domains, visualizations, and interaction techniques serves as a sound basis for further research in VA to aid the important task of fraud detection. Using our categorization model we could identify findings, characteristics of the area, and further challenges. Important findings where presented with respect to the applied visualization techniques, interaction and exploration, visual and interactive combinations as well as how visual and automated methods were combined. Identified challenges and opportunities include data and task complexity, visual scalability, interactive exploration, exploiting a real VA approach that successfully combines visual and algorithmic means, and domain specific evaluation. By outlining these challenges and pointing to opportunities we encourage further work in this field.
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